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Management is pleased to announce the merger of three well-known Northwest bands, the 
Microsoft Jumpin’ Jive Orchestra™, Seattle Solid GOLD™ and Evergreen Point Jazz, and the 
creation of a brand-new Entertainment company, Seattle Solid GOLD™ Entertainment (“GOLD”).  
This merger is unique in the industry and creates a one-stop-shop for Event Planners in the 
greater Seattle area for ‘Special Events’ entertainment.  www.SeattleSolidGold.com  

“With decades of big stage experience, the combined GOLD organization is now able to deliver 
high-quality entertainment for all kinds of “celebration events”, from corporate mergers and 
product launches, to spectacular weddings and ‘bucket list’ private parties.  GOLD specializes in 
delivering FUN and creating memories that last a lifetime,” said Gary Beyer, GOLD Entertainment. 

Seattle Solid GOLD™ now offers a choice of 3 integrated professional bands: 

 Seattle Solid GOLD “Big Band” (20pc) delivers the sound of a big Las Vegas show with a 
huge book of modern arrangements from Michael Bublé and Natalie Cole vocals to the 
exciting big band sounds of Buddy Rich and Count Basie.  If your event is looking for a 
really BIG show, the GOLD Big Band will “blow the roof off.” 
 

 Seattle Solid GOLD “Classic Hits!” Band (10pc) brings the sound of the 80s ‘horn bands’ 
like Chicago, Tower of Power and Earth, Wind & Fire, and combines that with solid gold 
hits from pop artists like Donna Summers, Stevie Wonder and Whitney Houston.  When 
your event is ready to party, the Hits! Band will “rock the house”! 
 

 Seattle Solid GOLD “Cool Jazz!” (5pc) delivers sophisticated soft jazz for more intimate 
events, such as executive conferences, receptions and dinners.  Jazz! plays the full range 
of classic jazz and jazz standards, and delivers it “with style & panache”. 

Seattle Solid GOLD musicians include performing professionals who have shared the stage with 
the likes of Duke Ellington, Doc Severinsen, Victor Borge, Liza Minnelli, Robert Goulet, Wayne 
Newton, Gladys Knight, and Aretha Franklin.  With its deep bench of professional experience and 
huge book of modern arrangements, the GOLD family of bands is unique in this industry. 

For more information, contact: 

Gary R. Beyer         Seattle Solid GOLD Entertainment 

Gary@SeattleSolidGold.com   (425) 985-4592 
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